
 THE  
GRIPEVINE, a sequel, maybe next year a boxset ! 

The first edition came about after a small band of voluntary 

postal operatives (The Committee)  

delivered Membership Renewal Forms in July 2017. 

A total of 380 were delivered in Wemyss Bay, Inverkip, 

Skelmorlie, Largs and Fairlie, thereby depriving Royal Mail 

of £209 which, instead, went into OIR coffers  

This year, the number to be hand-delivered has risen to 816 

with a potential saving of over £500 
 although the odd stamp maybe used in order to preserve shoe leather  

but please don’t expect all to be done on the same day ! 

As my missive is coming to you before this year’s delivery,          

there is ample time for you to aid this process; 

but the question remains the same: 

Have you ever posted anything through your own letter-box ?? 

If the answer is, ‘no’, please go outside now and give it a try, the following will then be 
much more meaningful.  Preferably go out to the pavement and see at what number you live, 
no number - now there’s a surprise ! 
My sight will have deteriorated since executing this task last year, so it will take longer to 
discover if there is a number on the door, the window, the old boot containing a floral display 
or even the gate. 

And then there will be, almost in frustration order: 

1. Those delightful, draught-proof, rattle-free letter boxes with steel wire bristles on the 
inside, which break nails, extend cuticles, lacerate fingers and rip off rings. 

2.  See above, but place at ankle height - when was the last time you were able to stand with 
both hands down at ankle level, no - me neither !   

There is still time to rectify this - invert your door so that only the vertically-challenged      
will be unable to reach a six-foot-from-the-floor box; for the rest of us it will save a lot of 
back-pain. 

3.  and these !                  Beautiful though some are,  

               when placed along the path to the                            
                 front door,  

                               give good heading practice 

                                               for those of us over 5’ 2” 

                                                       

 



 

4.  The sometimes bizarre Post Code allocation of  KA30 9__  and KA30 8__

For some reason, the length of Irvine Road is 8 - -, but all roads off it to the East are 9 - -, 

except for the final two, Cathcart Road and Springfield Gardens. 

5.  Streets which lack a name plate - of which there are far too many although it is so easy 
to lose one’s will to live on the Glen Estate where they appear in abundance, but dwellings 
tuck themselves away around corners. 

As for  depends how one looks at it ! 

 6.  Those delightful old villas converted into flats -52A for example - will it be in front of, 
behind, before or after, 52.   Don’t even try working out 52 B ,52C and 52D. 

7.  The purpose-built blocks without a Service Button, or one which is not operable during 
our time-slot; where one has to hang about outside, trying to look inconspicuous, while 
waiting for a resident to emerge and then having to explain your reason for wanting entry. 

Now for the Renewal Form !! 

  What can be said to stop people from cutting it in half  ? 

Two years ago the instruction was, “Write on the line below”. 

Didn’t always work  -  it was cut along ! 

Last year it was, “This line is for writing on”. 

Didn’t always work  -  it was cut along !! 

This year it is, “This line is for writing on, NOT CUTTING ALONG”. 

With 960 to file over the course of the year, it is so much easier if they are all the same size, 

 

     if you cut:                                                 I have to make-out 

another !!                                                                           

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Allen Fenton, 
Membership Secretary 


